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We analyze a continuous-time, two-stage production/inventory system. In the first stage, a common intermediateproduct is
produced in batches, and possibly stored. In the second phase, the intermediateproduct is fabricatedinto n distinct finished
products. Several finished products may be included in a single productionbatch of limited capacity to exploit economies of
scale. We propose a planningmethodology to addressthe combined problem of joint setup costs and capacity limits (per setup).
We restrict ourselves to a class of replenishmentstrategies with the following properties: a replenishmentstrategy specifies a
collection of families (subsets of items) covering all end-items; if an item belongs to several families a specific fraction of its
sales is assigned to each family. Each time the inventoryof one item in a family is replenished,the inventoriesof all other items
in the family are replenished as well. We derive a simple (roughly O(nlog n)) algorithm that results in a strategy whose
long-runaverage cost comes within a few percentagepoints of a lower bound for the minimumachievablecost (within the above
class of strategies).

Over the last couple of years, importantprogresshas

(item specific) cost per setup as well as those with
nonseparable joint cost structures (Roundy 1986, Zheng
1987, Federgruen and Zheng 1988). Such joint cost
structures reflect economies of scale that may be exploited when different items are combined in the same
production batch or by performing several operations or
distribution activities together.
For many practical production and distribution activities, a single setup merely suffices to cover an activity
volume up to a given capacity limit. In other words, the
setup cost is a step function of the activity's volume
instead of the conventional modeling assumption of a
flat setup cost curve. This situation occurs, for example,
in the following cases:

been made in the development of efficiently solvable inventory planning models for deterministic multiechelon systems with batch production runs and batch
distribution activities; see e.g., Roundy (1985, 1986),
Maxwell and Muckstadt (1985), Zheng (1987) and a
recent survey by Muckstadt and Roundy (1988). The
cost structure in these, as well as virtually all other,
inventory models consists of: i) inventory carrying costs,
assumed to be proportional with the inventory levels of
all relevant work-in-process and finished goods items;
ii) variable production costs, assumed to be proportional
with the production (shipment) volumes of the individual
items; and iii) a fixed cost structure reflecting the costs
of setups of production runs or distribution activities.
As is well known from the simplest of the above
models (the well known single item Economic Order
Quantity model), optimal replenishment frequencies, and
hence, average inventory levels, depend critically on the
assumed fixed cost parameters, and it is therefore of
crucial importance that an adequate representation of the
setup cost structure be employed. All of the above
mentioned inventory models assume that a single setup
suffices for the generation of an unlimited production
run or analogously that a single fixed cost suffices for
the shipment of an unlimited volume. This restriction
applies both to existing models with a separable setup
cost structure, in which it is assumed that all items are
replenished on an individual basis, incurring a fixed
Subject classification:

i. Many a production or distribution activity is performed with equipment of limited physical capacity.
Examples include production vessels or ovens of
limited volume in which blending, drying or cooking
operations are performed (e.g., chemical or pharmaceutical production processes), automatic guided
vehicles (AGVs) used to transfer items from one
production stage to the next, and limited capacity
trucks used to ship items from one level in the
distribution network to the next. In all these examples, different items may often be combined into a
single production run (or shipment). This is sometimes achieved by compartmentalization of the vessels, ovens, AGVs or trucks.
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ii. Many production processes are interrupted after a
given number of production hours or after a given
number of units produced, so as to perform a maintenance or cleaning job, to assess the quality of the
units produced, to readjust the equipment or to replace tools. Each interruption period represents a
setup so that the total setup cost of a production run
varies with the total production volume as a step
function.
iii. Production orders are often assigned to several
parallel machines, production lines or employee pools
to ensure that the entire order be completed within a
specified lead-time limit. This lead-time limit translates into a capacity limit for the volume that can be
produced on a single production unit with a single
setup.
If all items are produced on an individual basis, i.e.,
if the setup cost structure is separable across the items,
it is relatively easy to incorporate the above capacity
limits into existing planning models; see e.g., Zheng
(Chapter 6), where this objective is achieved for production/distribution networks of general topology representing general bills of materials. It appears, however, that
existing methodologies are incapable of incorporating
capacity limits when different items may be combined
into a single production run, i.e., when the setup cost
structure fails to be separable among the items.
In this paper, we propose a planning methodology to
address the combined problem of joint setup costs and
capacity limits (per setup) for a continuous-time, twostage, multi-item production or distribution system. (To
avoid repetitious statements of the analogies between
production and distribution planning problems, we cast
the remainder of our description entirely within the
production sphere.) We first describe the assumptions of
this model.
In the first stage, a common intermediate product is
produced in batches and possibly stored. In the second
phase, the intermediate product is fabricated into n
distinct finished products; several finished products may
be included in a single production batch to exploit
economies of scale. In particular, assume that a fixed
cost K] is incurred for any (second stage) production
run. Likewise, a fixed cost Ko is incurred whenever a
new production run for the intermediate product is
initiated.
We assume that customer demands for the end-items
occur at constant, deterministic but item-specific rates.
These demands must be filled from available inventories,
i.e., backlogging is not allowed. While different items
may be combined in a single production batch, the total
production volume per batch cannot exceed a given

capacity limit. As the above examples demonstrate, this
capacity limit may be expressed, for example, as a
restriction on the total volume, weight, (variable) production time or the number of packaging units (bottles,
boxes) that can be assigned to a single production run.
To simplify the notation, and without loss of generality, we express all demand rates in the same, common
unit as is used to express the capacity restriction (gallons, pounds, hours, bottles, boxes, etc.). Let b denote
the capacity limit (b < oo). (A similar capacity limit bo
may be imposed on production runs for the intermediate
product. Our analysis and conclusions are easily extended for this case as long as the capacity ratio bo / b is
a power-of-two value.) Simultaneous production of several batches is permitted; on the other hand, if each
production run is to be performed on one of a limited
number (say L) of machines or equipment pools, no
more than L batches may be produced at any given point
in time.
Let di denote the demand rate for item i (i = 1, . . . , n)
and assume that these rates are integer valued. Inventory
carrying costs are incurred at a constant rate per unit of
time, per unit stored. The cost rates for the intermediate
product and the n end-items may all be distinct.
We are interested in determining a production/inventory strategy minimizing long-run average costs. We
assume that the variable production costs (in both stages)
are linear in the production volumes; hence, these cost
components may be ignored because their long-run average value is identical for all relevant replenishment
strategies, with long-run average production rates equal
to the demand rates.
Optimal policies may be very complex (even without
joint setup costs or capacity limits per setup, see, e.g.,
Roundy 1985) and their complexity makes them difficult
to implement even if they could be computed efficiently.
As a consequence, we restrict ourselves to the following
class of family-based replenishment strategies bF. A
replenishment strategy in this class specifies a collection
of families (subsets of items) covering all end items; if
an item belongs to several families, a specific fraction of
its sales is assigned to each family. Each time the
inventory of one item in a family is replenished, the
inventories of all other items in the family are replenished as well.
Our restriction is similar to that applied in many other
joint replenishment problems, see e.g., Chakravarty,
Orlin and Rothblum (1982, 1985) and Barnes, Hoffman
and Rothblum (1989), discussed below. Note that a large
amount of flexibility is preserved within the class cJ by
allowing items to be assigned to several families, i.e., by
allowing families to overlap.
The use of a fixed collection of families, all of whose
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items are replenished simultaneously, allows one to assign these families to dedicated machine cells or work
centers, as well as to specific (groups of) administrative,
materials handling and sales force personnel. For these
reasons, one would often impose an upper bound M* on
the total (sales) volume which may be assigned to a
single family. When the number of dedicated work centers, or groups of administrative, materials handling and
sales force personnel is fixed, one may wish to specify
the number of families, L, or to impose a lower or
upper bound on L. In other settings, L may be treated
as an unconstrained variable. It is also relatively simple
to extend our analysis to include bounds on the frequency with which families may be produced; see Anily
(1987).
We derive a simple algorithm which results in a
replenishment strategy whose long-run average cost (UB)
is guaranteed to come within a few percentage points
of a lower bound (LB) for the minimum achievable cost
under any strategy in (.
For example, when
L is variable, and the total sales volume N = En> I di
is an integer multiple of M*, the optimality gap
is less than 6.1%. If M* fails to
(= (UB-LB)/LB)
divide N the gap is bounded by 0.06 + 2M*/N,
which
for fixed M* quickly decreases to 0.06 as the number of
items increases. Also when b = oo, i.e., in the absence
of production capacity constraints, the gap can be reduced to 2% regardless of any other considerations. The
complexity of the algorithm is bounded by O(n log n +
dmaxn) where dmax= max i..
ndi is the demand rate
of the largest item.
The proposed strategy specifies a collection of families, each of which is replenished at constant intervals.
Production runs of the intermediate product are conducted at constant intervals as well. All replenishment
intervals are powers-of-two times the smallest such interval; this strategy is thus easy to implement. Such policies
are referred to as power-of-two policies. Note that the
replenishment epochs of any given product are equidistant as well, even though a product may belong to more
than one family. This follows immediately from the
power-of-two property of the replenishment intervals.
The inventories of any given family of items are, at each
production run, replenished by constant amounts, but
consecutive production volumes of the intermediate
product may vary, according to a simple periodic
pattern.
Note that under a power-of-two policy, production
runs for a family with the lowest replenishment frequency, coincide with production runs for all other
families. (Assume, for example, that three families are
employed. A power-of-two policy may prescribe, for
example, that the first family be replenished on a daily
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basis, the second family every other day and the third
one, once per eight days. Assuming that at time zero we
start with an empty system, three simultaneous production runs are required at times t = 8, 16, 24, . . . etc.,
one for each family.) Thus, if each production run is to
be performed on one of a limited number of machines or
equipment pools, it is required that L, the number of
families, be bounded by the number of machines.
The assumption that all demand rates are constant and
deterministically known, although common to all of the
above mentioned planning models, represents a serious
restriction. This assumption may be valid when applying
the model to the production of components by assembly
plants (e.g., in the automobile, chemical and pharmaceutical industries; these plants often operate under deterministic regular schedules for their end items). In many
other settings, however, sales volumes are subject to a
considerable degree of uncertainty or nonstationarity.
We believe that our model continues to be useful in such
settings when applied in a hierarchical planning mode,
for the purpose of determining optimal replenishment
frequencies for the intermediate product and each enditem. With these parameters fixed, inventory rules could
be determined on the basis of some of the available
two-stage stochastic inventory models, see e.g., Eppen
and Schrage (1981) and Federgruen and Zipkin
(1984a, b, c and 1988). This would, for example, allow
for an adequate determination of safety stocks.
We complete this Introduction with a review of related
inventory planning models and an outline of the remainder of the paper. In our review, we restrict ourselves to
models addressing single-stage or two-stage production
or distribution systems. We refer to Maxwell and
Muckstadt (1985), Roundy (1986), Zheng (1987)
and Muckstadt and Roundy (1988) for a discussion of
more general network topologies.
One of the most extensively studied inventory replenishment problems with joint setup costs is the so-called
Joint Replenishment Problem; see Brown (1967), Goyal
(1973, 1974a, b), Goyal and Belton (1979), Graves
(1979), Nocturne (1972), Schweitzer and Silver (1983),
Shu (1971), Silver (1976), and Jackson, Maxwell and
Muckstadt (1985). The Joint Replenishment Problem
may be viewed as a special case of the previously
described model, in which no inventories of the intermediate product may be kept (i.e., the distinction between
the two production stages vanishes) and in which no
restrictions need to be addressed regarding the number
of items or the total volume produced in a single batch
(i.e., with M*= oo and b= oo). On the other hand, a
somewhat more general joint setup cost structure may be
handled: as in the above described model, there is a
fixed setup cost for each production batch, independent
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of which items are produced;in addition,however, item
specific setup costs may be incurredfor each item included in the batch. Jackson, Maxwell and Muckstadt
(1985) derive an O(n log n) algorithm that generates a

power-of-twopolicy whose long-runaveragecost comes
within 6% of the Joint ReplenishmentProblem's minimumaveragecost per unit time. (Even for this relatively
simple model no algorithm is known to result in an
exactly optimalsolution.)
Chakravarty,Orlin and Rothblum(1985) buildingon
earlier work (Chakravarty,Orlin and Rothblum 1982)
restrict themselves to strategies that employ a fixed
partitionof items into families: Each time the inventory
of a given item is replenished,it is replenishedjointly
with the other membersof the family and the setup cost
of thatfamily is incurred.(This class of strategiesbears
similarityto the class 41 consideredhere.) Federgruen
and Zheng addressgeneraljoint setup cost structuresin
which the setup cost is given by a general (set) function
of the collectionof items to be jointly replenished.(This
setup cost function is required merely to reflect
economies of scale, in the sense of submodularity,see
ibid.) As in all previousreferences,it is assumedthatan
unlimitedproductionvolume may be generatedat the
expense of a single setup.
For a given collection of families, and in the absence
of productioncapacity constraints,i.e., when b= oo
the remainingproblemreducesto identifyingan optimal
inventoryreplenishmentstrategyin the one-warehouse,
multiple retailer lot sizing model analyzed by Roundy
(1985), where the intermediateproductplays the role of
the warehouseand each family plays the role of a single
retailer.(As before, Roundy'smodel allows for the fixed
procurementcost to be retailer dependent.) Roundy
(1985) has identifieda simple O(n log n) procedurefor
model which rethis "one-warehouse-multiple-retailer"
sults in a power-of-two-policywhose cost is guaranteed
to come within 2% of the minimal cost, as achievable
under any strategy!(Here, n representsthe numberof
retailers.) Queyranne(1987) has shown that this algorithmcan be implementedin 0(n) time. Muckstadtand
Roundy(1987) considera relatedone-warehouse,multiple retailer,multipleitem model with a fixed ordercost
at each retailerwhich is independentof the specific items
ordered.In this paper, the class of policies is restricted
to nested power-of-twopolicies. The nestednesscondition means that every time a shipment of an item is
received at the warehouse, a shipment of the item is
made to each retailer as well. (Roundy 1985 explains
thatthis restrictionmay lead to a seriousloss in optimality.) With N representingthe numberof retailer/item
combinations, the proposed algorithm requires
O(N log N) operationsand resultsin a nestedpower-of-

two policy which comes within 6% of an optimalsuch
policy. If nonnestedpolicies are to be consideredas
well, the 0(N4) general algorithmin Roundy (1986)
may be invoked.
As just indicated,ours appearsto be the first continuous-time,multistageinventoryreplenishmentmodelwith
an explicit capacity constrainton the total production
volumeper batch. (Aggregatecapacityconstraintson the
total numberof productionruns per unit of time have
been handledwithin the context of the above discussed
Joint ReplenishmentProblem and the one-warehouse,
multiple retailer model; see Jackson, Maxwell and
Muckstadt(1988) and Muckstadt(1985).) Finite horizon, discrete-timeplanningmodels with similarproduction capacity constraintshave been treatedby Florian
and Klein (1971), Florian, Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan
(1980), Bakeret al. (1978), Bitranand Yanasse (1982)
and Barany, Van Roy and Wolsey (1984); see
Federgruen and Zipkin (1986a, b) and Wijngaard
(1972) for a treatmentof stochastic,single-item,infinite
horizonmodels with similarcapacityconstraints.
In Section 1, we derive some preliminariesand summarizethe analysis.In Section2, we show how a lower
bound for the minimumsystem-widecosts (within the
class 4b)may be computedefficiently. In Section 3, we
describe a simple procedurethat results in a feasible
replenishmentstrategyof the above describedstructure;
we show that its long-run average cost comes within
a few percentagepoints of the lower bound, obtained
in Section 2. These results are obtainedwith the help
of efficient algorithms for a general class of structured partitioningproblems addressed in Anily and
Federgruen(1990).
1. PRELIMINARIES
AND SUMMARYOF ANALYSIS
Assume that inventoriesof the intermediateproductincur carryingcosts at a rate ho per unit and per unit of
time while inventoriesof end-itemi are chargedat a rate
hti, i,= 1, .. . ,n. Let hi= ht -ho (i= 1, .. . ,n) denote
the echelon holding cost rate and assume that hi > 0
(i = 1,. . ., n). Since holdingcost ratesusuallyincrease
with the (cumulative)value added, this assumptionis
almostalways satisfied.
Recall that the demandratesof all items are assumed
to be integer-valued,or more generally, that they are
integer multiples of some common quantity d, i.e.,
di= kid, i- 1, . . ., n with ki an integerbetween 1 and
K for some K > 1; for notationalsimplicity,and without loss of generality,we assumethat d - 1. We define
a demand-itemas an item with a demandrateof d = 1.
Each end-item i (i = 1, . . . , n) can thus be viewed as
consistingof di independentdemand-items, each with
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unit demand rate and all with the same holding cost
rate h,.
We restrict ourselves to 4, the class of strategies
which employ a fixed partitionof the set of demanditems: Each time the inventoryof one item in a family is
replenished, the inventories of all other items in the
family are replenished as well. Let X

X

{X17

*

,

*

XN}

be the collectionof all demand-items(with N = En di)
numberedin ascendingorder of their incrementalholding cost rates, i.e., h,

h2 <.

... < hN.

We use X = XI, . .., XL} to denote a partitionof
X. For any given partitionX of X, let U(x) denotethe
minimallong-runaveragecost underthe best replenishment strategyemployingthe collectionof families X.
For a given feasible partition X = { X1, . . ., XL}, a
power-of-two policy is characterizedby a vector of
replenishmentintervalsT = (TO,T1,. .. TL)where
To= the (constant)replenishmentinterval of the interT=

mediateproduct;
the (constant)replenishmentinterval of family 1,
1= 1,...L.

L

Lemma 1. U(X) < U(X) for every partition X.
Thus, a lower bound for V*, the minimal long-run
average cost among all strategies in 4, is obtained as

1T,

I+

min {U(X):

x is a feasible partition}.
To express V differently, let the function C(A.)
any T> 0, be defined by

-

CT(H, m)

for

inf
(3)

O?.,dO<b/m

*{Kp-V

+-HV

+-hOm

max(T; ) }

and note from (1)-(3) and by an interchange of infimum
operators that
V=

inf ~K0T,; '?min

To >0

L

ml): X= {X],***

EcT,(H,,

L}.

M*, I = 1.

partitions X and m

XL}

(4)

Below we show with the help of the results in Anily
and Federgruen (1990) that the following partition X*
achieves the minimum in (4) for all values of To > 0!

2-HIT,
~~~1
+ -2mihomax(To; TI)

(1)

where H, - Eief x hi, I = 1,.. ., L. Note that at each
productionrun for family 1, m,T, units need to be
produced.A power-of-twopolicy T is thus feasible if
and only if T, < b/m, (1= 1, .. . , L). An optimal
power-of-twopolicy for partitionX is thereforeobtained
from the minimizationproblem
=

def
=

V * >V

KIK

I-1

UH(x)
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Cx(T) may fail to represent the average cost for vectors
T which are not power-of-two. The proof of this lemma
is given in the Appendix and extends that of Theorem 1
in Roundy (1985) for uncapacitated models.

Under a power-of-two policy, all T1's are powers-oftwo times the smallest such interval. Let m = XI
(1= 1, . . . , L). One easily verifies (Roundy 1985) that
the long-runaveragecost underthis policy is given by
K0
Cx(T)= T +

/

inf{Cx(T): 0 < To; 0 < T,<, b1m,;
TI/TO =2",

n,integer(1l.,L}

Let U(X) representthe value of the continuous relaxation of this minimizationproblemin which the powerof-two ratio requirementsare relaxed
X)def
H(x) - inf{Cx(T): 0

If L is variable: Xl

{ Xr+(1-2)M*+

Xi
1

? < T, < bl/m, (I = 1, ***, L)}
(2)
The following lemma shows that U(x) providesa lower
boundfor U( X) even though U( X) representsthe minimal cost under any replenishmentstrategy which employs the collection of families X, even though no
power-of-twopolicy needsto be optimal,andeven though

.

1 *

'

*. *, Xr},

Xr+(l-1)M*}

[ NIM*1

where r = M* if N is a multiple of M* and
r = N (modulo M*)
=N

- [ N/M*j M* otherwise.

(5a)

If L is fixed: (Without loss of generality, [ N/M*j <
L A N. Indeed, if L < N/M*J, then LM* <
- 1)M* <N, i.e., no feasible partition ex([N/M*]
ists.) There exists an index
def

To;

2,..

= {Xi,

( LM*

I*=[({M* -1)

N)

I

such that X*

{x,}

(5b)

for 1= 1,. . . ,1* and {x,*+1,.
XN} is partitioned as
in the case where L is variable.
Note that when L is variable, x* employs the lowest
possible number of families L = r N/M*]. For L fixed,
the 1 demand items with the lowest (incremental) holding cost rates each form a family by itself (i.e., are
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replenished by themselves) while the remaining demand
items are partitioned as in the case where L is variable.
Let I be the number of families which are not filled to
Note that 1? 1 if L is varicapacity (i.e., m,<M*).
able and l* < k< 1 + 1 if L is fixed.
The partition x* is obtained by an exceedingly simple,
linear time algorithm. We also identify a simple linear
time algorithm that results in a vector of replenishment
intervals T* such that the system-wide lower bound
V= CX*(T*). Since the vector T* may fail to be a
power-of-two, the corresponding replenishment strategy
may fail to be feasible. However, we exhibit a simple
rounding procedure which transforms the vector T* into
a power-of-two vector TH; the average cost of this
policy, implemented with the collection of families X*,
is shown to come within a few percentage points of the
lower bound V. (See the Introduction and the discussion
below for a more precise statement of the optimality
gap.)

2. EVALUATION
OF THE LOWERBOUND V
We first show that the functions
ated in closed form. Let

CT(,)

T'(H, m)

1/2

=

[2K, /(H+

mho)]

be the order intervals obtained by the EOQ formula with
a fixed cost of K1, a demand rate of one and holding
cost rates of (H + mho) and H, respectively.

Lemma 2
a. If T b/m, then
CT(H, m)

K1 / T+'1/2(H+
[2K1H]'/2+/

b. If b/m?

mho) b/m, b/m <T'

(7a)

/2

(7b)

mho)T,
2mh0T, T

(L

cT(H,

ml): X={Xl,.

XL}

partitions Xand mr M*,

T<T' <b/m
' < T< T
< T.

7J)_T

If T,< b / m observe that in cases (7b), (7c) and (7d)
inf , > ODT(9, H, m) is achieved at a point that is smaller
than or equal to b/m (T', T and T, respectively). Thus,
H, m) is achieved in the same valinfO <:i S b/mDT(t,,
ues as well. In case (6a), where T < b / m < i',
inf{DT(t9, H, m): T, X}< b/m} is achieved at t =
b/rm, while for t < T < T' < T the function
DT(O, H, m) = KIV-1 + '72Ht +?'2 mhoT is nonincreasing. Thus, t = b/m represents the best possible
value, in this case.
T are
b. If T>b/rm, only values of i9 with i
feasible. Since T is the unconstrained minimum (over d)
it folof the function {K19- ?+I/2H?+1/21mh0T},
lows that the function DTQ9, H, m) achieves its minimum over (0, b/rm] in min(b/rm; T).

min {

/

=[2K,(H+mho)]

I/2 H d9?'/2mnhod,

Note that the inner minimization in (4)

(6)

mK1 /b + 1/2(H+

K11?'

X< T
DT(O), H, m) = K1Y ?'/2HW ?'/2rh0T,
AK19-l +'/ 2H7 + 112mhOT, 7)< T.

may be evalu-

and
T(H, m) = [2K1 /H]

Proof
a. Let

(7c)

represents a partitioning problem in which the N demand items are to be assigned to L families to minimize
the sum of all family costs where the cost of a single
family merely depends on the total value of the (incremental) holding cost rates as well as the number of
demand items in the family, in accordance with the
function. These partitioning problems are NPCT(.,)
complete for general group cost functions y(H, m); see
Chakravarty, Orlin and Rothblum (1982) and Anily and
Federgruen (1990). However, the properties of the group
cost function CT(, ), identified in Lemma 3, guarantee
that an optimal partition X* is easily identified and of an
extremely simple structure.
A function g(x, y) of two real-valued variables is
said to have antitone differences, if
g(x2,

YI)-g(xI,

(7d)

T, then

(9)

I= 1,...,L}

YI) >g(x2,
forall

Y2) - g(xX,
x,<X2,

Y1<Y2.

Y2)
(10)

(See Anily and Federgruen for an extensive discussion of
this property.)

CT(H, m)

mKl/b +'/2Hb/m +1/2mh0T, = b/m < T (8a)
[2K1H] 1/2 +'/2mhoT,
(8b)
<, b/m.

Lemma 3
a. For any T > 0, the function fT(h, m)
CT(mh, m) is concave in both arguments.

def

=
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b. The function
for any T> O.

CT(,)

has antitone differences

Proof
a. Fix T> 0. Treatingm as a continuous variable,
it is easily verified from (7) and (8) that a2fT/ah2
and a2fT/am2 exist and are nonpositive almost everywhere. It thus suffices to show that
(afT/ah)(afT/am)
exists and is continuous in h(m)
everywhere. As in Lemma 2, we distinguish between
the following two cases.
Case I. T < b / m: It suffices to verify the existence and
continuity of (afT/ah)(afT/am)
in points (h, m)
where: (i) b/m = [2K1/lm(h + ho)]05, (ii) T =
[2KI /m(h + ho)]05, and, (iii) T= [2K1 /mh]05. For
= ['/2K1m/(h
(i), a+fT/ah
+ ho)]05 = b/2 =
= [1/2K1m/(h
for (ii) a-fT/ah
a-fT/ah;
+
ho)]05 = 1/2mT= a+fTl/a h, and for (iii) a +fT/ah =
Similarly, for
[1/2mK, /h]05 - 1/2rmT = a-fT/ah.
= [K,(h + ho)/(2m)]05 = K1/b =
(i) a-fT/aM
= [KI(h + ho)/(2m)]05
for (ii) a+fT/m
a+fT/am;
= T(h + ho) = a+fT/am, and for (iii) a-fT/am=
[K1h/(2m)]05 + hoT= T(h + ho) = a+fT/am.
Case II. T ) b / m: It suffices to verify the existence
and continuity of (afT/a'h)(afT/am)
in the points

(h,m), where b/m=12K1/mh]05. But a+fT/ah=
=
and a-fT/am
[1/2K1m/h]0.5 = b/2 = a-fT/ah
[K1h /(2 m)]0?5 + hoT= K1 / b + hoT = a fT/am.
b. Fix T> 0. As in Part a, we treat m as a realvalued variable. We first observe that acTl/H
exists
everywhere and is continuous in m. The former follows
from afT/ah existing everywhere, invoking the chain
rule. The latter is easily verified investigating all of the
cases in Part a. Now fix H1 <H2. Since aCTIaH
exists everywhere, we have cT(H2, m) - CT(HI,m) =
/H2 acT(H, m)/aHdH. The fact that the above expression is nonincreasing in m, i.e., the fact that CT(,)
has antitone differences (see (10)) now follows from the
function aCTIaH being continuous in m (see above)
and its derivative (a2CTIaHam) being nonpositive almost everywhere.
To address the partitioning problem (9), we first need
to distinguish between the following types of partitions.
Recall that the demand items in X are numbered in
ascending order of their holding cost rates. In any given
partition X = (X1, . . , XL) we number the families in

ascendingorder of their cardinalities,i.e., m1 ?< m2 ?<
< mL. In a given ordered partition, let 1(i) denote
...
the index of the family to which demand item i is
assigned. We refer to the index function 1(*) as the
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family index function. An ordered partition is monotone if the group index function is nondecreasing. (For
example, X = (XI, X2) = ({1, 2}; {3, 4, 5}) is a monotone partition of X = {xl.,
X5} but X =
({4, 5}; {1, 2, 3}) is not because 1(5) < 1(1). In a monotone partition, a high holding cost item is not assigned to
a set of lower cardinality than a low holding cost item.)
A partitioning problem is called extremal if a monotone
optimal partition exists and the cost of any monotone
partition X = { XI, . . ., XL} does not increase by shifting the highest indexed demand item in any of its
families to the next family (i.e., by transferring the
highest indexed demand item of some family X, to
SI <L).
XI +I, I1<
Theorem 5 in Anily and Federgruen establishes that
the partitioning problems in (9) are extremal indeed
because the fT(w,)
function is concave in both arguments and the CT(., ) function has antitone differences;
see Lemma 3. (Concavity of fT(h, m) in h and CT(, )
having antitone differences guarantees that a monotone
optimal partition exists. The additional concavity propwith respect to m establishes the exerty of fT(s)
tremality of the partitioning problem.) The importance of
this characterization follows from the fact that the partition X* = (Xl, .
XL**) defined by (5) is optimal
whenever a partitioning problem is extremal (see
Theorem 1 in Anily and Federgruen).
We conclude with the next lemma.
Lemma 4. The partition X* defined by (10) achieves

the minimum in (9) and hence in (4) for all To> 0!
Let

HI*=

>

hi;

ml = fXf;
XI*

T, = T( HI ,ml)

T'(H,

m

(1 =1,.,L*).

In view of Lemma 4, (4) simplifies to

V=

inf

Ko/To+

cTo(H*, 'M)

It remains to be shown that there exists a unique value
To* achieving the minimum in (11) and that this value
can be computed easily. The optimal corresponding replenishment intervals T*, . . , TL follow easily; see the
definition of the function cT(-,- ) and Lemma 2. Both
results follow from a simple generalization of the corresponding results in Roundy (1985) and Queyranne (1987)
for systems without production capacity constraints.
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One easily verifies from (11) and Lemma 2 that V
may be written in the form
L*

V= inf

K0/T0?+

cEcl((To)/To

procedure that transforms TPinto a power-of-two vector
TH, such that CX*(TH) exceeds V by a few percentage
points only. First, partition the index set {1, . . ., L*}
into the following five sets:

G = {l|1 I< L*, To*<T ?b/m7}
+?f3(To) +
?Y(To)To}

E = ( 1|1 < I < L, To*< b/m

with ce,(), 3(), y,() piecewise constant functions
(1= 1,.
L*) and that the functions [cu (T)/T+
131(T)+ y,(T)T] (1 = 1, . . ., L*) are convex and differentiable everywhere with the possible exception of the
point T = b /rn.
m
Thus, V is the infimum (over T> 0) of a strictly
convex function U( T) which is differentiable everywhere with the possible exception of the (at most L*)
points in {b/m:
L*} and with limTIOU
I= 1,
(T) = limT >,.U(T) = oo. Moreover, U(*) is of the form
with ca(T),/:(T),
[u4T)/T+?:(T)?+y(T)T]
y(T)
piecewise constant, changing values only when T crosses
def

one of the at most (2L* + 3) values in Z = {i,
Il
1.
I = 1,.
I=
, L*} U {:
, L*} U {b/m*:
1, . . ., L*} . We conclude that the infimum in (1 1) is
achieved for a unique value To* which may be obtained
by the following procedure.
To*-Finder
Step 1. Rank the (at most (2 L* + 3)) values in Z in
increasing order.
Step 2. Proceeding in this order, compute for each
point in Z first the left and then the right derivative of
U( ) until for some z+ E Z a nonnegative (derivative)
value is found. Let z be the preceding value in Z for
which the left or right derivative was evaluated. (The
very first left derivative can easily be shown to be
negative.) If z = z+, then To = z = z+; otherwise To*
(of/')'2
ELZ, Z+], where a and -y represent the constant values of a(-) and Py(*)on the interval [z, z+].
Note that Step 1 requires O(L*log L*) operations;
Step 2 involves at most (2L* + 3) elementary evaluations. Queyranne has pointed out that the values in Z do
not need to be ranked up front. He shows that To* may
be found in O(L*) operations only, by employing a
linear-time median finding algorithm.

3. OBTAININGA FEASIBLEPOWER-OF-TWO
POLICY
As pointed out, the vector T* of replenishment intervals
may fail to be a power-of-two vector and may thus fail to
be implementable. Below we exhibit a simple rounding

S = {1|1 < <L*L,
Il -

,

and Tr <

To* < T}

< To and l <, b / ml}

{~K1
<?

L*, To < b/m* and b/m* < -rl

I2= 11 <1

L*, To >b/m7 and b/m7 <-,}.

Thus, if family le G, E or S then the optimal replenishment interval T,* is given by <' (strictly bigger than To*
but no larger than b/mr), To (strictly smaller than
b/m*), and Tl (strictly smaller than To and no larger
than b/m*), respectively; see Lemma 2. Similarly, if
IC-1 or I2, then the optimal replenishment interval T7*is
equal to its upper bound (b/m*) and larger and strictly
smaller than To* respectively. (Note that if b= 0o,
II -

I2

0 .)

The following rounding procedure generates a feasible
power-of-two vector of replenishment intervals TH
which is order-preserving with respect to T* in all but at
most one component, i.e., the elements in the triples
(TIH, ToH,b /lml) are ranked exactly like the elements
in (T,*, To, b/m*) for all but at most one value of
1, . . .L,P. (See the Appendix for a more precise
definition of order-preserving vectors.) These orderpreserving characteristics help us to establish that the
average cost of this policy, implemented with the collection of families X*, comes within a few percentage
points of V.

Rounding Procedure
Step 0. X := b/M*.
Step 1. For / = 0, . . . , L*, determine the unique intet (Note
TH
ger t such that T* cX[2 t 1/2,2 tl/2)
t

1og2 T, -1g2 (v2 4X)
I .)
Step 2. For I = 1, . . .
if TiH> b/m7^, then
H
T1 :=0.5T,H.
(Step 2 is required because for I < 1, (b / ml) may fail to
be a power-of-two times X.)
=[

Theorem 1
a. The Rounding Procedure generates a feasible
power-of-two policy TH.
b. Cx*(TH)/ V ? CX*(TH)/
X
V ? 1.061 +
2 iM*/N.
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Proof
a. TH is clearly a power-of-two vector. For 1>1,
b/m*=b/M*=X;
thus, since Tl*,<b/m*,
Tj'HS
b/mm*, and hence, is feasible as well. For 1 < 1, let TH'
be the value assigned to T,H in Step 1 and note that
2 b/m*. Thus for 1< 1, feasibility is
T,H' < -2 TI*<
preserved by Step 2.
b. Assume that 1 ) 1. In case / = 0, the proof simplifies in an obvious way. Note that the components of TH
are order-preserving (with respect to T*) with the possible exception of the first / components. Also, in view of
T,H/T,* < 2 for all 1>1. Since the
Step 1, 1/ V2
test in Step 2 is only satisfied if T,H/ T,* > 1, we have
0.5 < T,H/ T,* < 2 for l < l.
To prove the optimality gap, we first derive a (crude)
bound for the cost term of the first I families in
CX*(T*) = V.
It follows from Lemma 2 that cT*(H, m) is nonand m. Since X* is monotone,
decreasing in (H/m)
we have Hl*/m* H2*1/m
m * . <HL**/m*
and,
. . < m*. Thus, since L* >
of course, m* .<

T* +

E

22

,T

+ v(2 (mlho ) max( T,*, To)]

(l(EU

1

>

2

) )

2-

?2

Z cT*(H,,

x

1/2

< X<

21/2

}

ml) + 1.061V

l1=1

.
N
V 1.06 + 21M*1
?4.6

The following conclusions may be drawn with respect to
the worst case optimality gaps. Let V = CX*(TH).

Corollary 1

N/M*
/

I/*

L*

cT*(Hl*, ml) < L*

ml)

E C1(Hi ,,

L* cT11

1=

IIM*\
V<<1li
L*
\ Nf-

=

V.

-

(12)

It follows from Lemma A1 that numbers 0, Al
(1YE) may be computed such that for any fully orderpreserving policy T

x*(T)
x~

2(* To*

To*)

2*O*

T

Tz +
TE1
T(
T)

2

d.

+1
U
itI21

Since Ti" may fail to be order-preserving and invoking
the bounds on the ratios TH/ Tj* (1 = 1,... , L*), we
obtain
CX*(TH)

rK

1*H

mlh0max(T1H,

+

+ Ao/2[-

+_M

TH)]

Z

+ -T]+
To*

To

1/2

leG US\ {,..,1}

+

z

leI

- N/M*.

Parts a, b and c follow from Theorem 1 and
Proof.
I
1 = 0, 0 and 1, respectively.

+
I-GUS

a. If b = oo, (V- V*)/ V* < 0.061.
b. If b < oo, L is variable and N is a multiple of
M*, (V - V*)/ V* < 0.061.
c. If b < oo, L is variable and N is not a multiple
of M*, (V- V*)/ V* < 0.061 + 2M*/N.
V* <
d. If b < oo, and L is fixed, ( VV*)/
def
ae
where
+
= L
0.061 + 2[cx(M*/(M* 1)) 1]M*/N

UI2\'{1,

l}

TZ

T
Z

L

(LM* -N)
(M*-1)
M*
+1c(Z*)+

1; see()

Note that the upper bounds for the worst case optimality
gaps in Cases c and d, even though comparatively small,
have been obtained by rather crude bounding arguments.
For example, the proof of Theorem 1 is based on an
increase of the cost of the first I families by a factor of
two (!) when replacing their replenishment intervals T1*
by T1H, and, in practice, a considerably smaller increase
should be expected. When L is fixed, ae= L - N/M*
denotes the excess number of families above the minimal
(and indeed optimal; see (10)). Note that for fixed ae, the
upper bound for the worst case optimality gap rapidly
decreases to 0.061.
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We concludewith a descriptionand discussionof the
entirealgorithmrequiredto computethe lower bound V,
determinethe collection of families x* and the powerof-two policy TH.
Algorithm

{ 1...

Step 1. Rank the end-items

,n}

in ascend-

ing order of their (incremental) holding cost rates
{hi: i- 1, .. . , n}. Use this list to generatethe collection of demand items X = { x1,.. ., XN} (again numbered in ascendingorderof the holdingcost rates).
Step 2. Determine X* in accordance with (10).
Compute the numbers {HI: 1= 1, . . . L*} (HI=
EjeX,*hi).

Step 3. DetermineTo by the linear-timeimplementation of the procedure TO-finder;determine {T,*: /
1, . . . L*} from (6) and (7).
Step 4. DetermineTH by the RoundingProcedure.
Complexity of the Algorithm

In Step 1, the rankingof the end-itemsrequiresO(nlog n)
operationsandthe creationof the list X = {xl,. ., XN}
an additionalO(N) operation. Step 2 requires O(N)
operationsas well. As discussed, the TO-finderprocedure has a complexity O(L*)= O(N), while {Tl : / 1, . . . , L*} may be computedin O(L*) O(N) elementary operationsand evaluationsof the squareroot function. Finally, Step 4 requiresO(L*)= O(N) operations
and evaluationsof the log2( ) function.
In summary,countingadditions,multiplications,comparisonsand evaluationsof the squareroot and log2( )
functionas elementaryoperations,we concludethat the
complexity of the entire algorithm is O(N log N) =
O(n log n + dmaxn).

Since a problem instance is specified by O(n) input
parameters(the end-items'demandratesand incremental
holding cost rates, as well as a few cost and constant
parameters),the algorithmis, strictlyspeaking,not fully
polynomialin the usual complexity theoretical sense.
We argue,however,thatin practicalapplicationsdmaxis
relativelysmall, and for fixed values of dmaxthe algorithmis O(nlog n) only!
We applythe algorithmto the following example.
Example. Considera system with four end-items,i.e.,
n = 4. Their demandand echelon holding cost rates are
given by
Product

1

2

3

4

Demandrate
Echelonholding

5
1

7
2

4
3

10
4

Assume that M* = 8, L is variable, b = 24, ho = 4,
Ko= 400 and K1 = 100.
Thus X = {xI, . . ., x26} where the demand-items
{xi, 1 < i 5} correspondto product 1, {xi, 4 < i<
12} correspondto product2, {xi, 13 < i < 16} correspondto product3 and { xi, 17 < i < 26} correspondto
product4. The optionalpartitionis X* - { 1, X2, X3,
X4}, where X ={xI, x2}, X2={x3,...,xl0},
, x18} and X4
X26} result{X19, ..,
X3= {x,...
ing in HK = 2, H2 = 13, H3 = 24, H4*= 32 and
ml=2, mn=zmn=m4=8.
As explained,the function U(T), definedbelow (11),
is differentiableeverywhere except in the following
points: - = 1.768, T> = 1.89, TI = 2.108, T4 2.5,
= 2.887, b/M* = 3, T2 = 3.922, r' = 4.472, T1 = 10
and b/rm= 12. (See (6) for the calculationof the T'

and T values.) Following the TO-finderprocedurewe
concludethat To*= 3. (At To= 3 the left derivativeof
the function U( ) is negativeand the right derivativeis
positive.) Moreover, accordingto the definitionof the
sets G, E, S, I, and I2 we obtain that G = {1},
E = {2} and S ={3, 4} . Thus T>*= 4.472, T2*= 3,
T3 = 2.887, T4*=2.5 andby substitutinginto V we get
the lower bound V = 524.169.
Following the RoundingProcedurewe obtain: X= 3,
TH'=3,
T3H=3, T4H=3. It is
TOH= 3, TH=6,
easy to verify that Cx*(TH) = 527.5 which is less than

0.64% above the lower boundvalue!

APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1

In this appendix, we give an outline of the proof of
Lemma 1 by showing how the proof of Theorem 1 in
Roundy (1985) needs to be modified. Let X =
(X1I.

..,

XL) be a feasible ordered partition of X and

T be the uniquevector of replenishmentintervalswith
I

UV(x) =Cx(T)

=inf{Cx(T):

O <To;

O <T

<

b/ ml}.

The existence of this vector follows as in Section 2. In
Section 3, we define family index sets G, S, E, I, and
I2 with respectto a specific partitionX* and vector T*.
Redefinethese sets as well as the numbers{I1, r, HI:
/ = 1, . . ., L} with respect to the partition x and the
vector T.
A vector Tpreserves the order (of T) if T)> To and
T,b/l IXI1, 1eG; T1= To and To0b/l IX,, lEE;
T, b/IXII, T,?To, leS; T =b/ IX,I and To
t
bl I XI I, leI1 and T1= b/ I XI I, To> b/ I X I lEI2.
Note that any order-preserving
policy is feasible.
The long-runaveragecost associatedwith the partition
X and any order-preservingvector T may be writtenin
the form Cx(T)=K/TO+HT0+ZI0E(K1/T,+
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by an arbitrary policy using a given partition x =
{XI, . . ., XL} to the individual families of finished
demand-items and the intermediate product in such a
way that:

H,T,) where
I El K1

K=Ko+
H=1/2

-

>

(HI+mlho)+1/2

IEE

m,ho

IeSUI2

* the average cost incurred by the policy is at least as
large as the sum of the average costs allocated to the
families and the intermediate product;
* the total average cost allocated to a family or the
intermediate product is the average cost of a solution
to a single facility problem;
* the sum of the costs of the optimal solutions to these
single facility problems is at least as large as U(x).

leGUII

=/2(H,+m,hO)

IeSUI2.

'12HI

Let

/to= 2( KH)O.
leG

2(K1H,)0.5
Xl I Kl /

b + Hl b /jX

jlj

I1U

US
I2.

Lemma Al
a. UV(X) = AO+

b. to=

Zl

K/H;

EPE1

T,=/KI/HI
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leGUS.

Proof. Note from (1) that Cx(T) is convex in TeRL I.
The functionCx: RIGI+ISI+I
R:

To facilitate this cost allocation process we first define
reallocated holding cost rates. Referring to the intermediate product as the 0th family of demand-items, let
for each I = 1, . . ., L K, = K1 and define the reallocated holding cost rate H, = K, / T6 for lEWW=EU
{O}. Also define fi, = 2(KH,)0 5, lE W. For 1 W, H,
has already been defined and we set ii = it,. The following lemma is an adaptation of Lemma 1 of Roundy

(1985).
Lemma A2

(TO,{Ml}

leG, {llS)

K

a. H = ZEw H,.
K1 +

TO+eE To 2

(HI + m,ho) To}

b.

U(x)

minO<x<b/

Ix

{Kl/X

{

+
IEGUS

b

2 m, + 2mmliomax(i'o;-)}

+-HITi
2
T,

+-mihomax(To;
2

T)}

+ HX},

C. 1/2H, <Hl < /2H + /2m,ho,

d. HO=
HI, -1.L.

H'

Proof

the polyhedron II = {(TO, { T,}EG {T,},es): T17? T> 0,
leG and 0 < T, < T, leS} we have CX =
To,
def
+
{ T1}1cGG { TI}IES) __=
+
Ko / To
HTo
+
ZE,cIu 2(fl'2,Ki/b+H`,b/m,)
E1EGUs(KI/T,+
H,T,). The vector (To, { Tl}lEG, {IT,}ls) is the unique
global minimum of Cx because the capacity constraints
are not binding for Ie G U S. This vector is also an
interior point of H and hence must be a local (unconstrained) minimum of b. But the latter has only one
K/H
unconstrained minimum with To
and
U S. Thus, To= K/H and
T, = K1/HIeG
t1= ,/KI/Hj,
leGUS.
Part a of the lemma now
follows by substitution into CX.

H =K / T = Z,TIWK, /

The proof of Lemma 1 is based on a modification of
the proof of Theorem 1 in Roundy (1985). As in Roundy,
we show that it is possible to allocate the costs incurred

minO

a. Since K,/HI

=

I= 1,.

L.

where H'=1/2H,+1/2m,h0-

(obtained by substituting T, = To,0 IEE and T, = b / min,
IEJ1 U I2 in Cx(T)) is thus strictly convex as well. On
def

where
,
=
I = 1, . ... L and

/x + HOx}.

/to = min>{Ko
+EII UI2 {

L

f0,I

=

T2=

K/H for all lE W, we have
'= E le w H.

b. It follows from the definition of the sets G and S
that

KE

-

Tl=

lE(O, bl

IXI I]

so that
achieves min0<x{KI/x
+ HIx}
)05
=
=
K,/
2(KH
T+HITI
mino<X<b/Ix,
x+Hx}x,
lEGUS.

i,

=

{K,/

K, /HI E
Similarly, for I E E, T, = TO=
(0, b/ X,I) achieves min0<x{KI/x+
H,x} so that
ElE as well. If
Al= mino<x<b lx,l{K,lx+Hlx},
EII
/KI,/HI =
K1K/(HI+ +M,hO) = T- >
so that A, = K, I XI I/b + Hjb12 I XI I
HHX}, IeI1.
{Kl,/x+
l
A similar argument verifies Part b for 1E12. Obviously, o = 2 KHo = minO < X{K, / x + H0 x} .
b

XI

X<b/

/
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Part c is immediate from the definition of H, and
To <? l, IeE. Finally, in view of Part a

Ho - H -

= EE [/2 H + /2 mho - HI]

ZlEEHl

+ E>,SU

I21/2m,ho=

>jKlH'.

Proof of Lemma 1
Choose an arbitrarily feasible infinite-horizon policy for
the partition X and let c(t') be the average cost incurred
by this policy over the finite interval [0, t'). We show
that liminf,t.O c(t') ?>U(x).
Let J,(t) be the number of replenishments of family I
in [0, t'). Since the policy is feasible we must have

(*)

limsup t/JI(t) < b/ I X,I.
t-+oo

Following the proof of Theorem 1 in Roundy (1985) and
employing the identities in Parts c and d of Lemma A2,
one verifies that

L

c(t') ?

S

[

1

J(t')

[K

? H,I

(

Thus, in view of (*), there exists a sequence
with

L
liminf

c(t)

YE

K]
[

{tkk=

def

and x, L. Thus

lim kooC(tk)
lim inf t,oc(t)
limk,ootk/JA(tk) exists for all l 1,...,
=

K
x

inf

L

[K

Hox

_K

= x1 Oxbb/

I XI I

X

L
l=l1

see Lemma A2, Part b.
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